Open Hearing on Curriculum Cites Intensification Need

Student proposals offered at the March 3 open meeting of the Curriculum Study Committee unanimously underscored the need for the intensification of core course material presently covered in basic core curriculum courses.

The meeting was the first in a series of Committee meetings which will be opened to the public for the purpose of soliciting student and faculty opinions and suggestions.

Student panelists John Pollard '72, William J. Tracy '69, and Ralph Paglieri '70 were asked to present their views on the core curriculum at the outset of the meeting. All three students wholeheartedly endorsed the Bourse-Boivier proposal for curriculum reform. The programs which they presented were intended to illustrate possible adaptations of that reform proposal.

Specifically, the relative merits of the freshman year English composition course, introductory foundations of modern science course, and the survey course of western civilization were debated.

Tacy suggested the establishment of an interdepartmental and multi-dimensional course on the history of western thought. The course would serve as the basic core curriculum and would be worth twelve points. He continued, "This is a time of change and challenge in all institutions. Most of all, it is in our colleges where we are stopped in our mental journey and all of us come here in admiration for the achievements of the good Dominican Fathers during these fifty years. We come in pride sharing the Dominican ambitions for the fifty years that lie ahead."

Heavy Snow Causes Headaches For Maintenance Department

By BRIAN KIRKPATRICK

At any time of the day or night, the Maintenance Department is ready to operate its snow removal equipment. After three inches have fallen, the crew is called and within one hour they are clearing the walks and parking areas of the campus.

The two latest storms have severely handicapped the Department because their equipment can successfully handle only light to moderate depths. The College owns one Jeep, one 630C dump, and a tractor with front-end loader. In the past these pieces permitted adequate removal.

Unusual problems have besieged the Department. The average depth to plow last week was twenty inches with some drifts mounting to eight feet. The snow was tightly packed in some areas. The most recent storm necessitated the hiring of heavy duty machines. The Cammino Construction Company sent a hull dozer, a front-end loader, and a road scraper. Also, the school obtained the services of two front-end loaders from two contractors.

Mr. Pasco Cardillo, Superintendent of Maintenance, commended both the regular crew and the student workers for their perseverance with the storms. However, he expressed dissatisfaction toward the underutilization of some students. Approximately 50% of the students did not help in the removal of their cars from the parking areas. The school hired a firm to take care of the snow problem. The College is now faced with a new problem: \"The college can well say \"the impact is total.\" For these fifty years this college has not required.\"

Violent Demonstrations Condemned By Committee

The Student-Administration Committee passed a resolution last week stating that the College \"does not condone demonstrations or protests involving physical force or obstruction to college facilities.\"

Passed unanimously, the resolution was drawn up by Father Francis Duffy, O.P., Vice-President for Student Relations, when Director of Residence Fr. John Cunningham, O.P., placed on the agenda for the meeting a discussion of college policy in case of violent demonstrations.

The text of the committee's resolution is as follows:

"Providence College recognizes the constitutional right of peaceful assembly and free speech. This College does not condone demonstrations or protests involving physical force or obstruction to college facilities.

\"To seek to restrain the free expression of movement or expression of others is simply unacceptable not only in a community devoted to intellectual endeavor, but also in any decent democratic society.\"

Governor Frank Licht, Father Haas Listen to Senator John O. Pastore at Kick-off Dinner. (Continued on Page 6)

Million Dollars Given Anonymously To College

Last Sunday evening the Very Reverend William Paul Haas, O.P., President of Providence College, announced the donation of one million dollars to the College by an anonymous donor.

The announcement was made at the kick-off dinner inaugurating the Capital Program for the Second Half Century. The gift is the largest in the fifty year history of PC.

Senator John O. Pastore was the principal speaker at the dinner. He said that he had been invited to Providence Hall attended by 400 guests.

Senator Pastore said, \"For me this has been a sentimental journey and all of us come here to learn tonight in admiration for the achievements of the good Dominican Fathers during these fifty years. We come in pride sharing the Dominican ambitions for the fifty years that lie ahead.\"

He continued, "This is a time of change and challenge in all institutions. Most of all, it is in our colleges where we are stopped in our mental journey and all of us come here in admiration for the achievements of the good Dominican Fathers during these fifty years. We come in pride sharing the Dominican ambitions for the fifty years that lie ahead."

Governor Frank Licht, Father Haas listen to Senator John O. Pastore at Kick-off Dinner.
In an interview in Life magazine earlier this fall, Mike Speigel, a leader of the Student Democratic Society, analyzed the role of SDS as a movement to organize the college students and show the forces that are happening around them, to make them see it, so they will be able to come to the conclusion that it is improper.

If the present discussions among a faction of student activists bears fruit then the prospect is that SDS will finally have come to Providence College. Hopefully it will bring its capacity to organize the students and awaken the docile on this campus.

This attempt to form an SDS chapter is an indication in the mounting evidence that student militancy is beginning to grow and define itself. The students on this campus have been striving for in recent years — an end to the war in Vietnam, a re-evaluation of the military policy in Indonesia, and a democratization of the university where students and faculty will determine the curriculum policy.

But SDS cannot be accepted without reservations and before students support the specifications of its proposed methods of implementing re-forms is necessary. One of the founders of SDS in Tom Johnson, who like most SDS'ers is opposed to the traditional use of "direct action" to accomplish its goals. To illustrate the meaning of direct action, the student take-over of Columbia University is used as the classic and most successful example of SDS policy. Although the debacle at Columbia did succeed in removing a president who had become a bureaucratic anachronism and forced a re-examination of the University's attitude towards student participation, it also caused an estimated $300,000 in damage and tragically disrupted the educational process. Studies working towards graduate degrees have been delayed and some have been forced to terminate their studies because of the disruption. As one salesperson put it, "I wouldn't advise anyone to do graduate work at Columbia for the next five to 10 years." He felt that the structure of the university has been destroyed and the threat of new disruptions remains.

The price which "direct action" (as defined by SDS) exacts from the students and the academic community in general is too great. Therefore we request that intelligent and concerned students at Providence withhold their support of these efforts to establish SDS until that group clearly and publicly renounce any intention of using direct or violent tactics to change the poor conditions at the College.

### Intensification Demands Faculty Effort

The genuine spirit of dialogue exhibited by all participants at the Monday evening meeting of the Curriculum Study Committee meeting gave evidence to the well-intentioned effort being devoted by the committee. Several proposals for the intensification of the basic core curriculum were presented, all of which could prove beneficial with certain modifications.

Yet for all the meaningful discussion and dedicated study by the committee, the burden of any new program was left to the unyielding task rest on the individual instructor. A capable teacher can work wonders with any core curriculum course, no matter how restrictive it may be. Likewise an incompetent teacher can work wonders with any core curriculum course, no matter how permissive it is. The price which "direct action" (as defined by SDS) exacts from the students and the academic community in general is too great. Therefore we request that intelligent and concerned students at Providence withhold their support of these efforts to establish SDS until that group clearly and publicly renounce any intention of using direct or violent tactics to change the poor conditions at the College.

### Renounce Undesirability Clause

In the preamble to its statement on substantive due process, the United National Student Association says:

"Many colleges and universities have regulations similar to the following: 'The University assumes that its undergraduate students are engaged in the pursuit of education for the benefit of themselves and the general welfare, whose current P.C. Student Handbook reads: 'Any student who exhibits an habitual attitude of opposition to College authorities and becomes an obstacle to the promotion of the general welfare, whose influence is deemed injurious and whose presence is considered to be detrimental to the best interests of the College, makes himself liable to dismissal from the College as an undesirable.'"

The Joint Statement on Students' Rights and Freedoms says, in part, "Disciplinary proceedings should be instituted only for violations of standards of conduct formulated with significant student participation published in advance in an available university student regulation." This statement is subscribed to by the U.S.N.S.A., the American Association of University Students, the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, the American Association of College Women's Deans, and the American Association of College Presidents.

The "undesirability" clause of our Student Handbook obviously contradicts the policies of the U.S.N.S.A. and the American Association of University Students. It is also in opposition to the necessity of the undisciplined student to be a part of the college community in order to graduate.

If the present discussions among a faction of student activists bears fruit then the prospect is that SDS will finally have come to Providence College. Hopefully it will bring its capacity to organize the students and awaken the docile on this campus.

### The Concept of a College Council

The concept of a College Council as proposed in the report of the committee investigating 'Student Participation in College Policy Determination' is interesting but possibly short sighted. At this stage it is still a vague idea, without any sort of specific qualifications as to how it would work, under what circumstances it would meet, and what its position would be with respect to other presently standing committees of a similar nature.

The need for something which would have the intended result of the College Council is painfully obvious. Providence College has been forced to terminate their studies because of the disruption. As one salesperson put it, "I wouldn't advise anyone to do graduate work at Columbia for the next five to 10 years." He felt that the structure of the university has been destroyed and the threat of new disruptions remains.

It seems that the intent of the College Council would be to cut through bureaucratic red tape and perhaps make more effective the work and discussions in the other College committees.

The need for something which would have the intended result of the College Council is painfully obvious. Providence College has been forced to terminate their studies because of the disruption. As one salesperson put it, "I wouldn't advise anyone to do graduate work at Columbia for the next five to 10 years." He felt that the structure of the university has been destroyed and the threat of new disruptions remains.
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Letters to the Editor

By Michael Trainer

Those of us who have been following our student government affairs in The Cowl for some time are aware that the student senate is involved in the construction of a football stadium. The decision to support this project by some students was not made lightly. The project was a necessary aspect of student government. However, what we are asking now is that the student senate be held accountable for their decision to move ahead with the construction of the stadium.

The Cowl has been a catalyst in the Vietnam war. Life in the United States, however, has undergone its share of traumatic occurrences, yet unlike the Vietnam war, we have not been exposed to the type of ghastly patriotism necessary to maintain the passage of The Cowl. In this context, it is necessary to address the concerns raised by certain students who have opposed the construction of the stadium.

It is important to recognize that The Cowl is not alone in its support for the construction of the stadium. There have been many other instances of public opposition to The Cowl, yet The Cowl has remained steadfast in its support of student government affairs.

We urge our students to consider the implications of their opposition to The Cowl. As we move forward, we must be mindful of the potential consequences of our actions. The implications of our support for The Cowl are significant and require careful consideration.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. We look forward to your response.
Committee Sets Hearing Dates

The work of the Curriculum Study Committee, a committee established three months ago for the specific purpose of upgrading the curriculum of the College, has come to the fore recently with the initiation of open meetings. In light of the numerous curriculum requirements thus far issued, the committee is now concerned with the general degree requirements in the fields of Language, Literature, and Science. Future meetings, open to all interested students and faculty members, will continue until early May.

Committee meetings are attended by both the student and parent boards for the particular concentration being discussed at the individual hearings. In addition, students with specific problems are always invited to make recommendations. Each meeting will be recorded on tape; these tapes will become the permanent record for the committee.

The particular concern of the committee meetings will be the process by which majors make curricular changes relevant to the needs of the students today. The Curriculum Study Committee began to submit its final report, along with recommendations for improvement, based on the conclusions reached at the meetings, to the College Council prior to September of next year.

The meetings of the Committee will be on Monday evenings in the Room of Student Congress Committee, held at 8 p.m. in the Guild Room, with the exception of November 28 where the meeting is scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. The meetings are open to the public.

Tuesday, March 11—General degree requirements in Philosophy and Religious Studies.
Tuesday, March 17—Proposal for a general degree in English.
Tuesday, March 18—Biological Concentration.
Monday, March 24—Proposed changes for a general degree in History.
Tuesday, March 25—Chemistry and Physics Concentrations.
Tuesday, March 26—Proposed changes for a general degree in Economics.
Monday, March 29—Economics majors and departmental faculty are especially invited.
Tuesday, April 1—English Concentration. English majors and departmental faculty are especially invited.
Monday, April 14—Proposed changes for a general degree in History.
Tuesday, April 15—Language Concentration. Language majors and departmental faculty are especially invited.
Monday, April 19—Mathematics Concentration. Mathematics majors and departmental faculty are especially invited.
Tuesday, April 22—Proposed changes for a general degree in Political Science.
Monday, April 28—Political Science Concentration. Political Science majors and departmental faculty are especially invited.
Tuesday, April 29—Proposed changes for a general degree in Philosophy.

Deasy Elected to Fill Senate Post

Vacated by Sweet

Mr. Richard Deasy of the History Department was recently elected to the Faculty Senate to fill a vacancy left by his colleague Edward Sweet.

In a COWL interview, Mr. Deasy expressed an eagerness to take part in the deliberations of the Senate. He mentioned that he was happy to vote for the position and to be elected by his fellow members in the History Department.

"I am very sorry that the seat was vacated by Mr. Sweet," stated Mr. Deasy. "I just hope that I can continue his work and do half as well as he has done in the past."

Mr. Deasy said that he is looking forward to his first panel meeting of the Senate on Wednesday afternoon at two thirty in Aquinas Lounge. He stated that he has no experience in the Senate, although he has participated in the department elections to send a delegate to the faculty council. He hopes to learn the format and procedures of this body as well as to contribute to the discussions of the meeting.

Having already read the constitution of the Senate, Mr. Deasy hopes to exercise his participating roles or duties as they are stated in the rules of this document.

In an interview, Fr. Charles Reichart, head of the Biology department, gave a reply of "no comment" to the questions of his retirement and the election of his successor.

How the blacks got what they wanted.

Alinsky is an organizer and he equates organization with power. Power he defines as "the abili­ ty to set," but to act organization is needed.

"You've got to understand that organization, which is power, is not just the power to get change. Unless you have a group of people who you can see, unless you have officers, a planned program, unless you have all this, you don't get the legitimate representation for that people."

Organization Needed

He claims that the reason this organization is needed is because the establishment is used to it and unless they get repre­ sentatives no one will be heard. The problem is to get this type of representation and this can only come through organiza­tion.

Another thing the man who once organized a bathroom sit-in in an attempt to end the "Peace Corps mentality" of the poverty program. He said his reason for his dislike of the VISTA and related programs as the "enemies of the U.S. American citizens, not foreign­ ers."

A "revolution and land dis­ tribution program" is needed, he said. "The poor are free, American citizens and shouldn't get that Peace Corps junk." He even said that in Rochester, a group upon hearing that VISTA was sending a contingent, threatened to dress 50 men up in just loin cloths and they would carry the volunteers off to their medicine man.

To Sum Up

Perhaps the best quote to sum up Alinsky's philosophy is the following:

"There is no nice way of doing things. There is no nice way because there can't be. People only organize to get changes and they only organize around is­ sues. There is no such thing as a non-controversial issue. Maybe the most subversive thing to in­ terfere America is Madison Avenue and its mental hygiene culture. This made controversial a bad word — the rule is don't offend anyone; in a free and open so­ ciety controversy is dangerous. But you can't get things done without controversy."

By William M. Buckley
START YOUR PLANNED INCOME WITH IDEAL PROPERTY

F. Imbriaco
E. McCray, Jr.
P. C. 97
Office 351-3240
Horse 734-6037

Specially designed savings programs for college students.

Your new boyfriend has a new girlfriend?

Think it over, over coffee. The Think Drink.

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE BLAZERS Available

285 Weybosset Street
Providence, R.I. 02914

PCMIP HOLDING INTERVIEW FOR SUMMER JOBS

The Providence College Management Intern Program under the direction of the Career Planning and Placement Office, is currently conducting interview candidarte interviews for prospective applicants for positions of leadership and responsibility in reputable business firms during the summer months.

Through these interviews students can get full information on the program and the positions available while also registering and registering their name for summer employment as an intern candidate.

At present there are several openings for qualified students. The positions are geared toward instilling a knowledge of managerial tasks within the firm in the individual student, and familiarizing students with management procedures. Last year, several responsible positions were left unfilled, owing to the lack of qualified applicants.

Stephen J. Killian, director of the program, urges all interested students to apply at the Placement Center in order to take advantage of the situations available.

Interview appointments can be made by contacting the Career Planning and Placement Center.

A LECTURE ON MATRIMONY AND MARRIAGE

Thomas J. Erle, O.P.
 friction and Peter

in the Alumni Hall, 8:15 WPRO Radio.

MCLELLAN
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WROXA Radio. Alumni Hall, 8:30.

TELEPHONE BILLS

 MAY BE PAID AT THE RHODE ISLAND HOUSING TRUST BANKING FACILITY IN ALUMNI HALL

"LA TRAVIATA"

91.3 ON THE DIAL

Plan to spend 2-6:00 p.m. Saturday afternoon from your host, Dominic Espollo in this the third in a series of seven Operas presented by the voice of Providence College, WDM.

DINNER

(Continued from Page 1) Your personal peace and quiet, your health and your achievement on your quest is modest. You deserve this support from your family, from your teachers, from your community in Rhode Island. He noted that one third of the doctors and one fourth of the lawyers of Rhode Island are PC graduates. "You have committed yourselves to quality education and training. It's your time to earn your Providence College to continue its goals," Gov. Leicht said.

Mr. Frederick, who introduced Son Pastore, is chair- man of the school and he introduced the $10 million in the next three years. Already $2,150,000 of this goal has been raised. The total of the Ten Year Program is $23 million. The balance of the $13 million will be raised from the annual conventional sources. The funds will go towards the new library, the dormitories, the Student Union, the new residences, and the dining hall addition. In addition, a million will go towards faculty salaries and a million will go towards the new library. Mayor Joseph Doupley of Providence said, "I feel that the students and faculty of Providence College have the vision to insure a great future."
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Boston College Professor Gives Views On the Ways to Redesign University

By ROBERT W. WOETZEL
(Ed. Note: Mr. Woetzel is a Doctor of Divinity and Professor of Philosophy and of International Politics and Law at Boston College. He is also a member of the Boston College translating committee, including The Philosophy of Friendship, an article recently written by the college faculty.)

The conference on "Standards for the New University" recently sponsored by the Danforth Associates program at Boston College last Saturday brought together students, faculty members, and administrators to relate universities to society in the new age of social revolution. The generation gap by emphasizing the here and now. The patterns of the past no longer suffice; the university is no longer a cloister. Vietnam, the draft, race relations, the draft, and ROTC impinge on the thoughts of students and professors.

In some ways this has never been so much a university prepared students to take certain jobs; curriculum which favored the wealthier classes when a sense of powerlessness and alienation is so widespread. While some maintain that the university is not a political battlefield, it is impossible to overlook the fact that the idea of the ivory tower seems far away when the desperate needs of the underprivileged and the students are pressing on the very gates of Colombia. There is no longer a cloister. Vietnam, the draft, race relations, the draft, and ROTC impinge on the thoughts of students and professors.

Some say there has been the urgent need for members of the university community to relate university to society in the new age of social revolution. The inflexibility of certain institutions, like black Americans, Spanish-Americans, and Indians cry out. Teachers are to bring in new ideas without any reference to student opinion. Dormitories are built and run without consulting those who live there.

Time is Running Out...

Each minute you spend in indecision is a minute wasted... a minute that adds up to an opportunity that has vanished forever.

That minute may have been spent as Paulists do, counseling a questioning youth at a secular university, working in ghettos, saving a potential "dropout" or promoting better understanding of the Church and all religions. How do your minutes stack up? If you have given some thought to becoming a priest, why not find out how the Paulists spend their time and send for an illustrated brochure and a survey of the Paulist effort for renewal in the Church. Write to:

Vocation Director
Paulist Fathers
(Continued from Page 1)
A wrecker which, according to Mr. Cardillo, is a service for students provided by few colleges in this area. The Department had to plead with some students to move their cars so that ample room could be made.

Another complaint is the fact that snowballs are thrown at the machines while they are being used. This is extremely dangerous since the men are already tired from working many, many hours. The last heavy snowfall was hit by so many snowballs that the ever-present tow truck had to leave Aguinispol lot unplowed.

The basic crew for snow removal includes Roy Saiisi, foreman; George Snow, Fred Pregiato; Alfred Barberi; and Anthony Palazzo. During the last storm these men worked around the clock without time off. In addition to the regular staff, the Maintenance Department has hired twelve students this year who have cleared streets and walks.

If this future should bring another heavy snow fall, the parking lots would shrink again. The possibility of moving the snow off campus seems remote. This fact that equipment needed to move the snow and a dumping area would have to be found.

Job Interviews Nearing End For Seniors

Placement interviews for seniors are drawing to a close. Seniors whose careers are still in doubt should do well to examine the needs of the companies listed below. Seniors are encouraged to make an appointment in the Placement Office for interviews with those firms of interest to them.

March 11 — Barroquis Corp.
March 12—Star Markets Inc.
March 13 — Sperry Gyroscope — Montgomery Ward.
Mr. Raymond Thibault, a member of the Career Planning and Placement Office, can also advise seniors of the various companies.*

The Placement Office can also help students with applications to graduate school.
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Monday's meeting of the Student Congress passed a bill requiring that the requirements for Pass-Fail eligibility be opened to Sophomores and lowered for Juniors and Seniors. The bill, introduced by Ralph Paglieri, dealt with the extension of Pass-Fail to Sophomores with the permission of the Dean. It also would lower the requirements for Juniors and Seniors to 2.0 or, in case of a lower average, permission of the Dean could be obtained to take a course on Pass-Fail.

Paglieri stated that Pass-Fail has proved itself a success in the first semester. However, he feels that the student who does not meet the present 3.0 requirement is not allowed the benefit of a course on this grading basis.

He said that a student with an index lower than 3.0 could be allowed a student to take a course on Pass-Fail. Paglieri added a second bill concerning the sending of a letter to Fr. Cunningham, Raymond Hall basement. Ryan said that the money would be used for furniture, decorations, and other necessities for the coffee house.

A fourth piece of legislation submitted by non-congressman Lindsay Waters was concerned with inviting the Senate to review and explain campus procedures and with removing a congressman considered to be under a voluntary language of a congressman.

Also, a meeting was held on March 14 to discuss the course office to review and explain campus procedures and to set the terms for a congressman who may be elected to both Juniors and Seniors, 1969.

The bill was passed by a roll call vote of 18-3.

As of Tuesday afternoon, only four candidates have taken nominating petitions for the Student Congress Executive Board elections to be held on March 18.

A week to get the required fifty names on the nomination sheet will end this Friday. Following the election of the Executive Board the bill will be held on March 18.

The nomination period for the class elections will begin on March 14 and will end on March 20, 20, and 29.

Certain rules for nominations and campaigning have been adopted by the Congress. Nomination papers must be signed by a congressman and the candidates must sign the nomination papers. No active campaigning will be allowed until March 11 at 12:01 a.m. or until notified by Ball Fennelly.

Also, a meeting will be held on March 11 to review and explain campus procedures and the terms for a congressman who may be elected to both Juniors and Seniors, 1969.

Presidential Holiday Kept:
But Have To Make Up Days

Monday, March 3, marked the third complete day of classes lost to the snow this semester. In light of this, Dr. Paul Van K. Thomson disclosed Tuesday that an attempt will be made to make up at least two of the "snow days" later in the semester. While not announcing any definite schedule for the make-up, Dr. Thomson said that several possibilities are now being considered. The Student Congress Committee On Academic Affairs has been sent one proposal concerning the make-up. Dr. Thomson did not elaborate on the proposals being considered but he did note that one possibility being considered is the extension second semester Reading Period, now scheduled for May 19 to May 25, to include a class on the 19 and 20. This would mean that the exam period, allowing for the Memorial Day holiday, would end on June 1.

Dr. Thomson also announced that the annual President's Day still on the academic calendar. It is scheduled for Friday, March 14.

When questioned about the policy for suspending classes due to weather, Dr. Thomson noted that the ultimate authority rests with Fr. Hass. Inquiries are made with the U.S. Weather Bureau at Hillsgrove Airport and with the state and local police as to driving conditions and traffic flow. Inquiries were made to the state and local police as to driving conditions and traffic flow.

Also, advocates by Paglieri were the incorporation of the existing local history courses into a basic composition course to form a critical analysis-type course which would be mandatory for junior and senior year courses.

To the average college student at the present time there is a decided advantage of this system is its tendency towards specific problems as well as for several other reasons. The bill was passed by a roll call vote of 18-3.

Dr. Bosack stressed the need for an upgraded composition course which would place great emphasis on developing student creativity and originality. In support of this belief, he stated that an English composition course should organize behavior so that some of it always remains unrecognized.

In this regard, Dr. Robert L. Walker, chairman of the English department, stated that one of the difficulties students face between the ideal student and the average college student at the present time is the fact that in his opinion and on the basis of his experiences, more than twenty-five percent of the students at the college are qualified for the lower level composition course.

Also, advocates by Paglieri for the cancellation of classes on last Monday, when relatively little snow fell in Providence, Dr. Thomson noted the importance of weather in the teaching profession. He also noted the severe conditions of the storm than was Providence. This, and the rather unusual weather conditions contributed to the suspension of classes.

The possibility that the commission of ROTC officers and the commissioning ceremony increased Monday when the Student Congress voted to hold the commissioning ceremony to separate the two procedures.

By an 18-3 roll call vote, the Congress adopted the proposal submitted by Lindsay Waters, a junior, for the ceremony, which are to be held at different times.

Last Thursday, the Congress held an opinion poll concerning the new grading system. The roll was divided among those students who proved sufficiently versed in the foundations of modern science as well as for several other reasons. The bill was passed by a roll call vote of 18-3.

He stated that most colleges give campus employment to Seniors in order to alleviate some of the financial burden since they are in their last year. Paglieri proposed that the inclusion of Seniors in order to alleviate some of the financial burden since they are in their last year.

In light of this, Dr. Paul Van K. Thomson disclosed Tuesday that an attempt will be made to make up at least two of the "snow days" later in the semester. While not announcing any definite schedule for the make-up, Dr. Thomson said that several possibilities are now being considered. The Student Congress Committee On Academic Affairs has been sent one proposal concerning the make-up. Dr. Thomson did not elaborate on the proposals being considered but he did note that one possibility being considered is the extension second semester Reading Period, now scheduled for May 19 to May 25, to include a class on the 19 and 20. This would mean that the exam period, allowing for the Memorial Day holiday, would end on June 1.
Excerpts of Report on Policy Making

History
In fine, even such a superfi
cial glance may give some indi-
cernable evidence of the growth of
development of student participa-
tion in the Providence College, which,
with some discernible evidence of cer-
tain rather obvious trends. In
the Providence College, both in its sectarian
and secular phases, the phil-
ology of student participation has
traveled a long road from no
participation in an initial stage
of development of academic
planning, through the long road
of democratic planning of
students in this they duplicate the work
of their counterparts in the
universities with the students or faculty members
joining the administrative
board.
Should the college go beyond these minimum standards it is
the question before this committee.
If the answer is yes, the new
questions arise:
The following are some possi-
bilities for more active student participation:
1. Extend the advice and
opinion giving function of
students directly to the standing
committees through the ap-
pointment of student election of
non-voting student members.
2. Grant a measure of par-
ticipation in decision making
by the appointment of student
election of one or more students
with full powers, including the
right to vote.
3. The individual depart-
ments of the college offer
another opportunity for direct
student participation in academic
governance. A representative
Science Department in estab-
lishing a student advisory body is
one which could be followed
further.
4. Empower the Student-
Faculty Senate and the
Student-Administration Committee
to make decisions directly to the
President for action. Their function, then,
would be similar to that of the
standing committees and akin to
that of the Faculty Senate.
5. Empower the Student
Congress to refer decisions
directly to the President for
action with the right of appeal
to the Corporation.
6. Prepare the Providence
College for some system of joint
meetings of the Student
Congress and the Faculty
Senate.
7. The selection of a graduat-
ing Senior for a one year term
by the Student Congress as a full
voting member of the College
Administrative Board.
8. Student participation with
appropriate voting rights as an
ex officio member of the Faculty
Senate.
9. The establishment of a
College Senate composed of all
members of the College Com-
mittees: Administration, Faculty,
and Students.
The academic community is a
genuine community. As a con-
stituents, student participation
in the life of the community is
either as a matter of right. As
novices in the academic com-
munity, students are limited,
but only in the best interest
of the system itself and the
community as a whole.
Against Arguments
To restate the arguments against
student participation, it seems to
student participation would:
1. It would permit the utiliza-
tion of the talents, energies,
and spirit and idealism of the
students.
2. It would minimize the pos-
sibility of the politics of con-
vention and power which concern
it with the policies of coopera-
tion.
3. It would evidence the ex-
istence of due process that
either or both parties are
worthy of full consideration.
4. Empower the Student-
Faculty Senate and the
Student-Administration Committee
and flood the student with the
idea of the formulation and
implementation of such pro-
grams. General has given to no
age category a monopoly of
good educational ideas.
5. Students can be excellent re-
source people in determining what
methods of teaching are
most effective. They frequently are in the best
position to indicate what aca-
demic courses overlap and to
point out where certain cor-
responding courses could
be taught in combination.
6. The student participation and involve-
ment in academic policy making
decisions offer a hope for de-
creased conflict and an increase
of trust. We suggest that a like
in the texts below.
7. It would permit the utiliz-
ation of the talents, energies,
and spirit and idealism of the
students.
8. It would evidence the ex-
istence of due process that
either or both parties are
worthy of full consideration.
9. It would minimize the pos-
sibility of the politics of con-
vention and power which concern
it with the policies of coopera-
tion.
10. It would permit the utiliza-
tion of the talents, energies,
and spirit and idealism of the
students.
11. On balance, therefore, in the
history of the American
education, the hope prevailing
in the texts below.
12. It would permit the utiliza-
tion of the talents, energies,
and spirit and idealism of the
students.
13. It would evidence the ex-
istence of due process that
either or both parties are
worthy of full consideration.
14. It would minimize the pos-
sibility of the politics of con-
vention and power which concern
it with the policies of coopera-
tion.
15. It would permit the utiliza-
tion of the talents, energies,
and spirit and idealism of the
students.
16. It would evidence the ex-
istence of due process that
either or both parties are
worthy of full consideration.
Basketball

(Continued from Page 10)

out. Ferro hit on four down-towners and his lone free throw to complete his three-point performance.

Denny Wahal, the slender 6'9" forward, proved he would hardly be an easy mark if used more frequently. Wahal hit four shots from the outside and in close, the two he missed were in and out of the hoop.

The Friars pressed the harassed Pirates much of the game. "This has been our normal procedure recently," commented Coach Joe Mullaney. "Our press tonight was accentuated on the element of surprise." A mammoth 7'3" ball carrier in either mid-court corner.

The Friar press was effective for the first time this year. In all Seton Hall committed 24 turnovers. Providence scored with the press by first placing two men to harass the man taking the in-bounds pass. The next key area was the middle. A Friar stationed in forecourt would shoot the gap, trying to intercept a pass intended for the Pirates' middle man. If the pass reached this target, the Friars would switch to a guard to a guard cutting down either side. With this strategy it is thought that John and Andy Clary who excelled in intercepting passes in this season.

There was little for the small gathering of Pirate rooters to cheer about except Knight's 20 points. Knight is considered by most Seton Hall supporters, to be the best backcourt player in the country. Recently, coach, the former All-American of the early 50s, revealed an interest in adapting quick moves from all backcourt and lightening fast movements with the charges.

Fairfield has been taking its jumps after a fast start. Stags are guided by youthful Jim Lyman, a former St. John's and St. Bonaventure player. Lyman, in his first year at the job. Fairfield has a shot at winning the McAlletta, but is hurting in the forward slots. Jim Laneau is the number two goaler.

Junior Jackie Sanford drew some very big plaudits. In his first year at the job. Sanford, a former All-American, has missed the season. The injury was a sprained ankle, and Sanford has been on the sidelines for a good while. Sanford is expected to be playing the way he did early in his freshman year.

In hockey it was the sophomores who drew some of the biggest attention. Rich Pumple had trouble scoring early in the season. He kept hitting the post. Late in the season he began to come on strong and wound up with close to 40 points. Not only can he score, but he passes the ball well. He is an all-around player.

Junior Jackie Sanford drew some very big plaudits for his work in the Friar net. On more than one occasion he was required to turn back more than fifty shots. Brian Smiley and Jean Boudard turned in commendable jobs on the defensive positions, although both suffered injuries early in the season which hindered them for a while.

Captain Chris Byrne teamed nicely with Pumple on the first line and added quite a bit to the squad. Perhaps one of the most unnoticed players was the former La Salle player Fred Costello. He entered the second line and known for its checking abilities. One of his best jobs all year was on Boston College's Tim Sheehy at the Auditorium.

Coach Lamoreno deserves a "well done" for the work on the batteries. The players are included merely to catch the eyeballs. But this is essential, as the backcourt is already strong. By watching the player and pitching him the ball, the coach can gain the advantage of the two. Jim Laneau is the number one catcher at the moment. Juniors John Robinson, and Nick "The Boom- er" Pettengill, and Nick Bois祛 are the players to watch in his senior year. John, you were right.

Next year, well to bear them till the East had better watch out.

While waiting for the snow to melt (hopefully), the battery candidates for the varsity baseball team have been limbering up daily in the exercise room under the surveillance of Coach Alex Nahigian.

This is normal procedure for any baseball team to follow in the mid-winter months. Since the big arm is broad and strong, but there are many, many bright possibilities for the coach to choose from this year.

Tedd Dempsey, Gary McKenna, Paul Girard and Paul Giunta will probably form the nucleus of the staff. Additional help come from Steve Nelson, whose work was virtually nil this season. Ned DePetro and Cal Boden will vie for backup roles.

The catchers are included merely to catch the eyeballs. But this is essential, as the backcourt is already strong. By watching the player and pitching him the ball, the coach can gain the advantage of the two. Jim Laneau is the number one catcher at the moment. Juniors John Robinson, and Nick "The Boom- er" Pettengill, and Nick Bois祛 are the players to watch in his senior year. John, you were right.

Next year, well to bear them till the East had better watch out.

Batterymen Work to Gain Rhythm

The 1966-67 Winter sports scene has just about faded into oblivion and baseball is quickly stepping into the picture. The baseball team will open with St. John's as their first opponent, at Jamaica.

The hoopsters and pucksters had some really brilliant moments and some rather forgettable ones also during their campaigns. You might say they were rather inconsistent, perhaps due to their youth. For the most part sophomores dominated the picture.

In basketball they started fast by winning four straight, including that squeaker over Brown. Then we hit a spot which saw us lose four as quickly as we had won them. John, John, great out of the points, then Dayton took their turn at it. The Holiday Festival pitted us against UCLA and, surprisingly, we held up rather well, aided by Vic Collura's last minute shot. New York serbs put it we were "edged" by the Bruins.

The season was very unusual in another aspect, we followed a perfect pattern by winning four then losing four, winning three then losing three and so on down to one and one. The "five" won a surprisingly easy victory over St. Bonaventure and then dropped a surprise decision against Niagara.

It was a pleasure to watch Ray Johnson improve. He is only a soft and already he has been pitted against some of the best centers in the game . . . including Al Ciarly, the former All-American of the early 50s, revealed an interest in adapting quick moves from all backcourt and lightening fast movements with the charges.
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Next year, well to bear them till the East had better watch out.
Friars Crush Bucs With Tricky Press; Stags end Season

While some 35 basketball teams prepare themselves for their big post-season tournament efforts, the Providence College Friars will be merely playing for pride's sake in an extended regular season. The recent snowstorm forced the postponement of the Fairfield game until this Thursday night at Alumni Hall.

In the only action contested this week, the Friars, led by red hot Vic Colucci and Ray Johnson, soundly trounced Seton Hall, 104-86, the first time in over three years PC has topped the century mark. This one was truly a laugher for the sellout gathering at Alumni who had themselves a jolly good time from the 16-minute mark of the first half on. The Pirates started quickly by converting their first five shots from the floor, and owned receiving end of numerous fast breaks.

Seton Hall went to a man to man, and the Friars countered in a manner much expected. Johnson would set a pick for Colucci around the foul circle or help Larranaga shed his defender in the left side. Larranaga, on this particular occasion, did not require much help. He continually beat the Bucs' Larry Novedlest with his twisting, turning movements and his superb shooting touch. Larranaga had a 5-0 first half, but came on strong after intermission to register 20 points in all.

P Friar subs were treated to additional playing time and they didn't let the fans down. Junior Ferro, the dedicated little guard from Bristol is, understandably, very popular at Alumni Hall, and one of the reasons is his incredible layaway from 30 feet.
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